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Be Careful Out There
By: Jim Goddard - Director of Golf

It is a feature of many golf courses that after
completing a hole, players must walk back 20 - 40
yards to the teeing ground of the next hole. Cordova
Bay is no exception. 

If the wrong route is chosen (usually the short way)
players are putting themselves at risk of being hit by
a golf ball and in many cases, holding up the group
behind them. Please consider this simple advice the
next time you play. 

Always park your carts and bags PAST PIN HIGH. Of
particular concern to us is our 5th hole. A recent
renovation to the slope on the right side of the green
was done to make it less severe. We encourage you
to park your equipment PAST PIN HIGH instead of
30 yards short and right of the green (a convenient
short cut to the forward tees). Exit the green from the
areas suggested in the photo below. 

https://twitter.com/CordovaBay
https://www.facebook.com/cordovabay/
https://www.instagram.com/golfcordovabay/
http://www.cordovabaygolf.com/
https://www.cordovabaygolf.com/dining-events-and-weddings/
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Ridge News
We are excited to welcome Gina Watson to the Cordova Bay team who will help manage the Ridge Course
as we gear up to re-open the Ridge Café and Clubhouse within the next few weeks. 

 
Gina brings tremendous customer service experience, entrepreneurial spirit, a passion for golf and most
importantly a great sense of humour to our Cordova Bay family. 

Stay tuned for more exciting things from the Ridge!

Toptracer  Range
It's here! Toptracer is a virtual golf experience to enhance your trip to the driving range. With game modes
such as Longest Drive, Closest to the Pin, and Approach Challenge, there's something for every aspect of the
sport (minus putting - you're on your own for that one). In addition, you can golf virtually at St Andrews or
Pebble Beach, amongst many other popular golf courses. It's recommended to download the free app so that
your golf data can be saved to your profile for future reference.  

Reservations can be done through the Pro Shop (call/in person) with online options coming soon. 
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A common goal for gardeners is to achieve
year-round colour and interest in the garden.
This task can prove more challenging when
plants must be deer resistant as well! Last year
we updated a garden bed on the parking lot
side of the Ridge Clubhouse and discovered
the perfect combination of year-round color
and interest AND the deer have shown zero
interest (so far, knock on wood). Previously, the
bed was solely planted with hearty fuchsias,
which were beautiful but lacked color during
winter and spring. This bed receives morning
sun, afternoon shade, and has moist, well-
drained soil. With that in mind, we chose the
following plants

The Bay Farm &  Flowers
By: Chelsea Welch and Morgan Wilkins - Horticulturists

For winter interest, we added a variety of
Hellebores and two Sarcococca shrubs,
commonly referred to as Sweet Box. These
shrubs have lovely evergreen foliage and
produce a sweet-smelling white flower from
late winter to early spring. We planted daffodil
bulbs to accompany the hellebore blooms
during the spring. 

Sweet Box

Corsican Hellebore

Ridge Bed
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On another note, we have been fielding a lot of
questions about the two new additions on the driving
range approach. These airy pink flowering shrubs are
Erica canaliculata ‘Rosea’, also known as Pink Heath,
sometimes described as a

Tree Heather. The tree heather is an erect
winter/spring flowering evergreen shrub that
resembles a tree. The Pink Heath can grow up to 6
feet tall and 3-5 feet wide. They’re low maintenance,
slow growing, and like full sun and well-drained soil.
These Heaths cannot tolerate low, freezing
temperatures, so we will take precautionary
measures in protecting these beauties this upcoming
winter. 

Come late spring, the ‘Tom West” fuchsias start to
push out their burgundy veined stems and
variegated foliage. Since we had extra Heliotrope
and Angel Wing begonias from our annual order, we
tucked them in between the fuchsias and they
complimented them beautifully.

The fuchsias bloom until the first frosts. For some
additional late-summer and fall colour, we
transplanted River lilies (Schizostylis) from another
Ridge bed and dotted them along the length of the
garden.

River Lily

Pink Heath

Heliotrope
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If we were to poll 100 golf coaches and ask them: “If
there is one thing you’d like your students to
understand better, what would it be?” At least 80 of
them would say The Ball Flight Laws. I certainly fall
into this category. A thorough understanding of why
our golf ball behaves the way it does is essential for
improvement and understanding our own game. A
miss diagnosis leads to the wrong fix, which leads to
confusion, which leads to frustration.

First, we begin with two definitions. These two
pieces are the cornerstones of why our golf shots fly
the way they do. Our first definition is called Face
Angle. All of our golf clubs have a club face, and that
club face has a corresponding vector that points in a
particular direction. For a right-handed golfer, the
face of our golf club can be pointed left of our target
(closed), square to our target, or to the right of our
target (open) at the moment of impact. The most
important thing to remember about the Face Angle
is that it is responsible for the golf ball’s initial start
direction. Put more simply, the golf ball will start
where the face is pointed at contact.

Pro-Spective
By: Nate Ollis - Teaching Professional, PGA of Canada

ball will curve to the right (fade/slice). If the Club Path
is heading to the right of where the face is pointed,
the ball will curve to the left (draw/hook). If the face
and the path match each other, the ball will fly
straight. 

Now we’ll define the second main component to ball
flight; the Club Path. Club Path is simply the
direction that the club head is swinging at the
moment of impact. The club head can be swinging
to the left of the target (out to in), square to the
target, or to the right of the target (in to out). The
Club Path is responsible for how the golf ball curves
relative to where the golf ball started. If the Club Path
is heading to the left of where the face is pointed, the

To wrap this up, my favorite sentence describing ball
flight is as follows: “The Face Angle will tell the golf
ball where it will start, and then the ball will curve
away from the Club Path.” The following diagram is a
fantastic reference for how Face Angle and Club
Path cause ball flight. Studying and understanding
these fundamental laws will provide golfers with a
clearer picture as to what is happening with their
shots, and put them on the path to improvement
without confusion.
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As far as identification goes, the male Wood Duck’s
(Aix sponsa) distinctive mixture of colours and bright
red eyes makes it one of the easiest ducks to
identify. After molting later in the season, they take on
a colouration similar to females. The exception is the
retention of their red eyes. While the female’s general
brownish-gray plumage is more suited for
camouflage, the characteristic white teardrop-like
patch around her eye, fine trailing feathers off the
back of her head, and bits of blue and purple on her
wings aid in her identification.

Ponds, swamps, marshes, streams, and overflow
areas are the types of habitats they prefer. Of the
seven North American species of ducks to nest in
tree cavities, Wood Ducks are thought to be the
most successful. Lacking the ability to excavate a
nesting  site  in  a tree,  they  will  seek dead  or  dying 

Birdies of the Bay
By: Bob Reese and John Costello - Birders & Photographers

trees with large openings such as those abandoned
by Pileated Woodpeckers. Nest boxes, designed to
accommodate the ducks’ size and shape, and
mounted trees or posts out over the water, will also
be used. 
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Males and females will begin the process of pairing
for next year’s breeding season as early as late
summer. During the mating season the female will lay
8-15 eggs. After 28-30 days the eggs will hatch
within a few hours of each other. After 1 day in the
nest, the young birds, responding to Mom’s calls, will
leap from the edge of the nest (sometimes as high as
10 meters!) to the ground or pond below. Click here
to view a YouTube video posted by the Smithsonian
Channel which provides an amazing close-up of this
process. For the next 8-9 weeks, the female will
oversee the growth and development of the young
birds.

A Wood Duck’s common diet generally includes
aquatic plants, seeds, fruits and berries, flies, beetles,
and caterpillars. When wetland food sources
become scarce, they will move inland to search for
nuts and grains.

Toward the end of the 19th century, ornithologists
began to notice a considerable decline in the once
robust populations of Wood Ducks and other
migratory birds. Causes included deforestation, loss
of wetland habitat, and unrestricted/over hunting. To
avoid the possibly of driving species such as Wood
Ducks toward possible extinction, The Migratory Bird
Treaty Act of 1918 between the US and Canada was
passed. The act prohibited the “killing, capturing,
selling, trading and transport of protected migratory
bird species without prior authorization.” Key
components of the act included the initiation of
strictly defined hunting seasons, a limit on the
number of species taken and the prohibition of
“market hunting.” The ensuing conservation and
wildlife management practices incorporated in the
act provided Wood Ducks the much needed time
and space to recover to the abundant numbers we
see today. 
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Hand Watering
By: Jacob Mycio - Assistant Superintendent 

As the days get longer, overnight temperatures rise,
and the breaks in daily showers grow wider, we
switch gears and focus primarily on moisture
management on the golf course. This means firing up
the irrigation system that has been shut off all winter,
buttoning up any existing projects, and setting up the
hoses for hand watering. Today, golf courses rely on
a centralized computer that controls all of the
sprinklers for irrigation, which are on timers that run
nightly. Even with the use of the newest irrigation
technology available, it is not possible to achieve
100% Distribution Uniformity - a term used to
measure how evenly water is applied to an area. 

On our golf course, the distribution uniformity is likely
somewhere around 80%, without taking into
consideration any adverse conditions. When it gets
particularly  windy  overnight, the  uniformity  is  much 

less than this. In addition, we are watering the low-
lying areas, which often leaves many of the slopes,
tee decks, and green surrounds requiring additional
water. It is much easier to add more water by hand
watering the drier areas than trying to dry out
overwatered saturated turf. Other conditions that
may affect how long we spend hand watering could
be soil conditions, grass species, and areas that
receive more or less foot/cart traffic during the day.
Our daily goal is to provide firm, fast playing surfaces
without creating wilt conditions that will cause the
turf to suffer from drought stress. Though drought
stress cannot directly kill the grass, it can make the
turf more susceptible to potential diseases. This is
why supplementing our automatic irrigation cycles
with hand watering in the early morning hours pays
dividends with improved turf grass health and playing
conditions throughout the summer months. 
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Over the past decade, we have implemented the use
of a very helpful tool known as a moisture meter. This
tool is used by sticking the probes into various areas
on a playing surface and getting an average moisture
reading from the meter over ten to fifteen spots in
the heat of the summer. Our target moisture levels
for putting surfaces are readings of between 20-
25%. A lower average will require some attention
from the hose to avoid seeing wilt and desiccation in
the afternoon, while a higher average is starting to
lean into the overwatering category. Most often, this
is a tool reserved for our most valuable real estate -
the greens. Out of all the grassy areas on the course,
they are cut the shortest and require the most
amount of babying to ensure consistent and fast
greens all summer long. On fairways and tees, we
largely lean on skilled operators to use a combination
of experience and a trained eye to make the
decisions on what areas need additional water.
Wherever you see us hand watering, please take the
time to acknowledge the worker with a wave before
hitting your shot. I assure you we’ll try our best do the
same and promptly get out of your way. 

moisture stay in the profile and provide a higher level
of moisture uniformity; penetrants work to break the
cohesive forces of water and drain more freely. So,
what does this mean? Well at Cordova Bay, all of our
greens and most of our tees have a sand profile.
Therefore, in the winter after a heavy rain, these
areas are the first to drain, which subsequently
means in the summer they’ll be the first to dry up. If
left untouched, all summer areas on the greens or
tees will develop a water repellency or an inability for
the soil to get wet due to a hydrophobic coating on
the sand particles. This hydrophobic coating on sand
particles prevents water from attaching to the
particle and may interrupt the uniform movement of
water through the profile. GCSAA and Sportsfield
have plenty of additional information for your reading
pleasure. 

In order to minimize the amount of time spent hand
watering playing surfaces, the industry also uses a
variety of wetting agents in our turf maintenance
programs. As defined by the USGA, a wetting agent
is “any compound that causes a liquid to spread
more easily across or penetrate into the surface of a
solid by reducing the surface tension of the liquid”.
Wetting agents are typically divided into two
categories:  stickers   and   penetrants.  Stickers  help 

With extreme weather patterns and the increased
costs of water and other resources, it is becoming
increasingly important to manage course moisture
and irrigation inputs. Our goal with moisture
management is a balance between turf health and
firm playing conditions for the enjoyment of your
game. The combination of hand watering, tools, such
as the moisture meter, and the application of wetting
agents are all essential to finding a proper balance of
firm and fast healthy. 
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2015 Domain Rolet Arbois Trousseau, Jura, France
BCLDB: $29.99
Pairing: duck breast in a cherry sauce, red meats from the grill, or desserts
made with red fruit

This is why you search for wines made from old vines. Vines planted before
tastes changed and following the trends (or the ratings) was how growers
and winemakers decided on what to plant. This is a wine from the Jura
region of Eastern France, a semi-mountainous region nestled between
Burgundy and Switzerland, and it is delicious.

Brickish-red in colour, the nose reveals a blend of cherry and raspberry with
a background of smoke. The palate shows delicate tannins, bright acidity
and medium body with licorice & red fruit flavours leading to a long, gentle
finish.  

2020 Gerard Bertrand Cotes des Roses, Languedoc, France
BCLDB: $24.99
Pairing: smoked tuna, summer salads, or on its own as a refreshing patio
sipper

Summer is coming (we hope) and what better way to enjoy a sunlit patio
than sipping a fantastic rose from France. Southern France is to rose wine
as Quebec is to NHL goaltenders, producing them not only in great quantity
but also in great quality. Whether you choose a wine from Provence,
Languedoc or the Southern Rhone Valley, it is hard to go wrong, this month’s
choice is from Languedoc and winemaker Gerard Bertrand.

A blend of Grenache, Syrah and Cinsault, the wine is soft, pale pink in colour.
The bouquet is intense with ripe fruit and floral notes of red currant, wild
strawberry and rose petal and even the bottle is shaped like a rose on the
bottom. The palate is fresh with citrus zest, light herbs and red fruits. 
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May Wine Picks
By: Grant Soutar - Bill Mattick's Restaurant Manager & Sommelier 
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